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For greater respect 
and sustainability

The wellbeing and health of the calves 

and ensuring that they are treated 

with respect are important to us. 

Vitel-oké means rearing in the region, 

providing good stabling conditions and 

thoughtful care. Our calves are housed 

in modern spacious stables with plenty 

of daylight, as well as constant clean 

water.

Thoughtful care on the part of our 

veal farmers and regular checks by 

independent experts constantly ensure 

that the animals are treated with 

respect.

We ensure stress-free transport for our 

calves, with strictly limited travel time, 

and our innovative trucks are fitted 

with air conditioning and water points.

Prime veal from 
sustainable and 
responsible sources.

Vitel-oké is not merely 
a brand, it’s also our 
firm conviction and 
philosophy - and that’s 
been the case since 
2010.



We work with many veal farmers in 

the region, who exclusively rear calves 

from their immediate vicinity. All of our 

farms meet strict quality standards for 

responsible veal farming. The animals 

are housed in groups appropriate to 

their social behaviour. They also have 

adequate space to live and move in 

plenty of daylight.

Vitel-oké is top quality rosé veal with an 

unrivalled tender and aromatic flavour.

Whether veal fillet, French rack or 

Picanha (rump cap) – Vitel-oké meets 

the highest gourmet standards.

All Vitel-oké products are available 

as individual cuts to suit your own 

requirements. We also produce Vitel-

oké as a high-quality own brand - for 

you exclusively. 

Vitel-oké is top quality veal 
with an unrivalled tender and 
aromatic taste.



Sustainability and quality 
right down the line – 
that’s what motivates us!

Sustainability and quality right 

down the line – that’s what 

motivates us!

Our products are produced under the 

constant supervision of independent 

institutions and meet all the quality 

standards of SKV, BRC and IFS. We 

guarantee unlimited and seamless 

traceability of all our products at all 

times.

Vitel-oké - our contribution to a 
respectful relationship between 

people, animals and nature.



Serving suggestion

Roasting in one piece

Medaillions

Cooking at low temperature

Especially suited for:

Article code  23712825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  12

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 1 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 12 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Fillet, chain-off, with silverskin
The most tender piece of veal. For a special taste experience.
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Serving suggestion

Steaks

Escalope

Roasting in one piece

Cooking at low temperature

Especially suited for:

Article code  23252825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  6

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 2 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 12 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Striploin, short cut
One of the finest and most sought after cuts of veal.
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Serving suggestion

Frenched Rack

Roasting in one piece

Cutlets

Cooking at low temperature

Especially suited for:

Article code  23131425

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  6

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 3 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 18 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO French Rack, 6 ribs
The veal rack - a very special cut from the veal loin.

For a culinary and optical treat.
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Serving suggestion

Roasting in one piece

Steaks

Cooking at low temperature

Especially suited for:

Article code  23112825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  6

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 2,5 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 15 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Ribeye, 6 ribs
The classic for a juicy taste experience. Ideal for roasting.
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Serving suggestion

Roasting in one piece

Cooking in stock

Cooking at low temperature 

Especially suited for:

Article code  22672825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  16

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 1 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 16 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Picanha, rump cap
Picanha is the cap of the rump, with traditional fat covering.
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Serving suggestion

Escalope

Especially suited for:

Article code  22222825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  4

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 3 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 12 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Topside, cap-off
Delicate and aromatic, perfect for delicious Escalope specialties.
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Serving suggestion

Vitello

Carpaccio

Roasting in one piece 

Steaks

Especially suited for:

Article code  22512825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  15

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 1 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 15 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Eyeround
High quality cut from the haunch.
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Serving suggestion

Roast

Escalope

Especially suited for:

Article code  22412825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  6

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 2 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 12 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Silverside, flat
For delicious roast and stew dishes.
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Serving suggestion

Roast

Steaks

Especially suited for:

Article code  25360025

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  3

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 3 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 9 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Neck, square cut
For wonderful juicy roast specialties, slowly fried or stewed.
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Serving suggestion

Cooking at low temperature

Especially suited for:

Article code  25392825

Packaging  E2-crate

Pieces per colli  10

Avg. weight p. piece ca. 0,8 kg

Avg. weight p. colli  ca. 8 kg

Fresh    yes

Vacuum   yes

Frozen    no

IQF   no

INFO Small roast
Most juicy piece from the neck. 

Excellent for slow cooking and roasting.
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Vitelco B.V. 
Visiting Address
Veemarktkade 21 
5222 AE ’s-Hertogenbosch
The Netherlands

Postal address
P.O. Box 367
5201 AJ ’s-Hertogenbosch
The Netherlands

T + 31 73 624 20 60
E sales@vitelco.com
I www.vitelco-veal.com

Our contribution to a 
respectful relationship 

between people, 
animals and nature.


